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President Bush says he looks forward to working with the newly elected
Palestinian leader, Mahmoud Abbas. Mr. Bush says all sides now have to take
steps to make the dream of a free, democratic Palestinian state a reality.

President Bush speaks of the Palestinian elections in hopeful terms. And in his
comments, he makes clear that times are changing, and he is optimistic about
the chances for peace under the leadership of Mahmoud Abbas.

"I look forward to talking with him at the appropriate time. I look forward to
welcoming him here to Washington if he chooses to come here," Mr. Bush says.

That is an invitation Mr. Bush refused to extend to the late Yasser Arafat, whom
he considered an obstacle to peace. He made clear he believes Mahmoud Abbas
will choose a different course, and spoke of the job ahead.

During a brief question and answer session with reporters, the president
stressed all sides need to take significant steps to move the peace process
forward.

He said Israel understood the importance of Sunday's Palestinian election, and
must take steps to help the Palestinians develop democratic institutions, and
bolster the cause of reform.

"Israel can play and must play an important part in the development of a
Palestinian state," Mr. Bush says. "At the same time, it is essential that the
Palestinian leadership consolidates security forces so that they can fight off
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those few who still have the desire to destroy Israel as part of their philosophy
and those few who fear there to be a free vote amongst the Palestinian people."

President Bush said the Palestinian election marks the beginning of an
extraordinary year for those who believe in freedom and democracy. He noted
that a few weeks from now, voters will also go to the polls in Iraq.

"Who could have possibly envisioned an election in Iraq at this point in history?
And yet we are going to have an election," Mr. Bush says.

Earlier, White House Spokesman Scott McClellan was asked when Mr. Bush
might place a congratulatory call to Mahmoud Abbas. Mr. McClellan said the
White House was waiting for the official election results, and the call will be
made once Mr. Abbas is formally declared the winner.
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Abbas Says He Will Pursue Peace
With Israel After Election
Palestinian presidential candidate Mahmoud
Abbas says he will seek a renewal of peace talks
with Israel, if he is elected in the January 9
Palestinian election. Mr. Abbas told the Israeli
daily Maariv Thursday he would make the
resumption of talks with Israel a top priority. He
also criticized Israeli attacks on Palestinians
and referred to militant attacks against Israeli
targets as "counterproductive." Violence
continued in the Gaza Strip Thursday when…
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Israel Steps Up Military Raids as
Palestinian Candidates Campaign
for Upcoming Election
Israel has been stepping up its military raids in
the Gaza Strip with its troops killing 12
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Palestinians in the past two days. The action
comes as Palestinian presidential contenders
campaign for the January 9 elections. A missile
fired from an unmanned Israeli drone killed two
Palestinian militants in the southern Gaza town
of Khan Younis early Friday. The army says the
men were planting bombs. The Israeli military
has stepped up its raids in southern Gaza and
says…
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International Journalists Discuss
Prospects for Resolving Middle
East Conflict
American media have hailed the landslide
victory of Mahmoud Abbas in Palestinian
election, describing the mood in Washington as
one of ?guarded optimism.? But journalists from
the Middle East are more skeptical about the
prospects for resolving the turmoil in the
region.   On the…
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